
TITLE:  The Great Blue Herons of Stanley Park 
By Pamela Post 
 
Intro: Voiced by Aaron Chapman 
 
Welcome to segment two of West end car free day storytellers series.  
 
If you haven’t already, please make your way to Lost Lagoon, and head south. The path will fork: veering 
right will take you on a loop around Lost Lagoon, and veering left will take up to Park Lane where you will 
see a second set of tennis courts and parking lot. Great Blue Herons have been nesting in this area since 
2001 and have been documented nesting in various other locations in Stanley Park as far back as 1921. 
 
You don’t have to head to a museum or take in a Spielberg flick from the 90’s to find Jurassic-style 
dinosaurs in the West End. For our next walking tour, Vancouver journalist Pamela Post takes us to visit 
the Great Blue Herons of Stanley Park. Many of you have likely heard Pamela’s news reports and 
documentaries on CBC Radio. She grew up in the West End and Stanley Park was her backyard as a 
little girl. She moved back to the ‘hood a few years ago. She lives near Lost Lagoon and loves making 
pilgrimages to a famous colony of herons every spring when they return. 
 

 
Great Blue Heron in flight. Photo: Paul Dixon 

 
If you head to the Park Board building at 2099 Beach Avenue at the entrance to Stanley Park, you’ll find 
the herons. They nest right behind that mid-century modern building in a towering grove of maples that 
extends from the park board parking lot to the nearby tennis courts. If you visit the colony from February 
to July, you’re likely to see some dramatic sights, sounds and smells. Even if you visit in the fall or winter, 
you can see hundreds of giant nests high in the trees and see the herons fishing along local waters. 
Here’s Pamela Post with a walking tour of the Great Blue Herons of Stanley Park… 
[background music fades out] 
 
[Heron sounds…] 
Voice of Pamela Post:  That’s the sound of close to a hundred baby herons….a friend coined the term 
‘grackling’ to describe the chorus of croaks these little winged dinosaurs make from their nests high up in 
the treetops. The grackling mingles with the sounds of tennis balls being lobbed and back-handed while 
cars, planes and other city sounds round out this mixed urban/wildlife symphony. The annual return of 



hundreds of nesting herons to this area dense with human population and noise had biologists scratching 
their heads when they first started coming here in 2001. Great blue herons are easily spooked from a 
nesting site if there is human disruption, noise or too many predators. But for 20 years, these very 
Jurassic-like creatures have been coming back to this same site. To be more precise, the species of 
herons date back to the Cenozoic age, approximately 25-million years ago. [heron croaking sounds] They 
are large, blue, and striking with their elaborate plumage, piercing yellow eyes and giant wingspan, 
[gentle ocean lapping of wave sounds] often seen more clearly when they’re fishing in local waters.  
 
Either walking with elaborately slow steps as they approach prey, or being statue-still wading in waters for 
long periods, only to dart their beaks with great speed into the water, sometimes coming up with a fish, 
eel or frog as their reward. [heron hatchling ‘grackling’ sounds]  If you’re visiting the great blue herons 
anytime after May when the weather warms up and the nesting activity is underway -  you may actually 
smell them before you see or hear them. Have a look around the roadway surrounding the nests and 
you’ll see plenty of signs warning walkers and people parking cars to stay out of what I call the ‘splash 
zone.’ As the nesting season progresses, the foliage underneath the trees road and walkways becomes 
carpeted in a blanket of white, pungent heron guano -- so wear a hat or walk with caution!  
 

 
Look waaay up to see the heron nests in the Stanley Park trees. Photo: Pamela Post 

 
If you look up, you’re likely to see the odd heron in flight, which is a dazzling sight. With their toes 
balletically straight behind them, their long necks curled beguilingly, their giant wings flap slowly - and you 
are looking at the 21st century version of a pterodactyl. Dannie Piezas (pee-EH-zass)  is with the Stanley 
Park Ecology Society. She’s the urban wildlife program coordinator and resident heron expert. She says 
while THIS colony has been coming back to nest by the tennis courts since 2001, they’ve been 
documented in Stanley Park for a century. 
 



Voice of Dannie Piezas: “The first documentation was 1921, there’s a photo that’s kind of the most 
tangible record that we have right now - of this photo that was submitted, I think it was to The Sun 
(newspaper) It was a tree in Brockton Point and it had all of these nests on the tree  and you could see 
that the tree was losing so many of its leaves because of just the constant use of it.  So that was 1921 
These herons would have been breeding in the park for much longer than that but we just don’t know 
exactly how long.” 
 
Voice of Pamela Post:  I’m of mixed ancestry, European and Indigenous - Ts’msyen from the Skeena 
River territory on my Dad’s side… and I like to imagine how our ancestors interacted with species like the 
heron. Indigenous artist Richard Shorty has a beautiful painting of a heron, using traditional formline that I 
love and keep on my office wall at home. Dannie Piezas (pee-EH-zass) says there’s evidence of an 
ancient connection between Indigenous peoples and these herons. 
 
Voice of Dannie Piezas: “There is some archaeological evidence in the depiction of herons in some of the 
implements of First Nations peoples and so there have been pestles...sort of mortars and pestles that 
have been carved in the shape of great blue herons ...and they were found in this region, in Coastal BC, 
so it suggests that the peoples and birds lived alongside each other for a long time.” 
 
Voice of Pamela Post:  They shared some common ways of living too. Herons come together in large, 
boisterous colonies for six months of the year, recognizing the importance of community for safety and 
shared knowledge of where the best food resources are. If you watch nest building or enhancement in the 
early spring, the male herons go out hunting for the best twigs, and the females do the intricate weaving 
of the giant nests, something that is mirrored in many traditional Indigenous cultures.  
 

 
If you’re lucky you may find some blue heron eggs. Photo:  Pamela Post 

 
[Sounds of herons croaking] This huge colony is the third largest heronry in British Columbia, and there is 
never any guarantee that these beautiful creatures will return the following spring. Their lives and survival 



rates are precarious and the Pacific Great Blue heron is classified as an at-risk species. One of the 
greatest threats to their population is from raids from nearby eagles. Eagle strikes can happen several 
times a week, and cause a massive uproar in the colony. 
 
[Sounds of a full colony of adult herons shrieking loudly during an eagle attack….] 
Every season, baby herons will be lost to eagle raids, falling or being pushed from the nest by dominant 
siblings. It’s a long way down. If they do survive all the pitfalls of the nursery and manage to fledge, only 
one-quarter of juvenile herons will survive their first winter. Because habitat is crucial to their survival. 
These are Pacific Great Blue Herons, a sub-species that is non-migratory...so they have to make their 
living from local waters. This Stanley Park group is also subject to a lot of sonic stress thanks to humans: 
seaplanes flying low over the park, amplified noise from mass runs and events, including a week of 
ear-splitting fireworks in the summer. It’s been a conundrum to scientists why they come back.  Danny 
Piezas theorizes that they have a strong sense of culture in their colony...that they have learned to trust 
each other that it's safe here, despite the human disruption, but she says that doesn’t mean humans 
should take them for granted. 
 

 
A juvenile heron stays close to the nesting tree after fledging. Notice the bands around the trees to keep predator raccoons from 

raiding the nests. Photo:  Pamela Post 

 
Voice of Dannie Piezas:  “It’s actually of particular mention in management plans for this species of 
Pacific Great Blue Heron - It’s of particular note to reduce as much noise pollution as possible as well as 
visual disturbances in the vicinity of nesting colonies...even if certain levels of noise would be a 
disturbance for other colonies, in this colony it seems that most of the herons have accepted that this is 
not dangerous and this is normal.  Everyone else would accept this as a reality and I think in that way 
certain colonies learn to adapt.  But again we want to minimize the need for that adaptation so that they 
continue to thrive in these places that they choose to breed.” 
 



Voice of Pamela Post: [heron sounds…]  If you’re lucky, you may find some shards of distinctive blue 
heron’s eggs in the protected area around the trees or maybe even a plumy blue grey feather. I have both 
on my  mantle at home. Some human residents living by the colony - and a few tennis players I’ve spoken 
to - find them, their noise and the smell in the summer a giant nuisance, but I suspect more people are 
like me, who find the fact these flying blue dinosaurs have graced us with their return for the last 20 years 
an undeserved stroke of luck. One year, they won’t be back and the grackling will cease. So visit them 
while they’re here - just watch out for falling guano. I’m Pamela Post. Thanks for coming along on this 
walking tour of the Great Blue Heron colony in Stanley Park. [sounds of great blue heron hatchlings 
‘grackling’ fades…] 
 
Voice of Aaron Chapman:  Thanks very much Pamela! Now you can get an heron eye view of the nests 
by going to the Heron Cam, created by the City of Vancouver. It's a live camera monitoring the heron's 
nests in real time from a nearby high-rise. We've got a link to the Heron Cam on our website. 
 
You can pause here if you wish to enjoy these as separate segments.  
 
Please make your way to the English Bay BathHouse near the corner of Beach and Denman. You’ll want 
to be on the higher level, just off the Beach Ave. sidewalk, above the historical bathhouse. 
 
We hope you’re enjoying these stories from West End Car Free Day. We’re looking forward to you joining 
us for the next segment. We’ll see you next time! 
 
Heron Cam Link:  https://vancouver.ca/parks-recreation-culture/heron-cam.aspx#watch 
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